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A fixed point property for linear actions of locally compact groups is pre- 
sented. It is shown, in particular, that if G is either a finitely generated, discrete 
solvable group or a connected group then G has this fixed point property if, and 
only if, G is exponentially bounded. 
A locally compact group G is said to be exponentially bounded 
if for each compact neighborhood, U, of the identity in G, 
lim sup j Un jlln = 1, where / * 1 denotes left Haar measure of a set, 
and Un = {ur *.a u, 1 ui E U, 1 < i < n}. The almost-connected, and 
the discrete, solvable, exponentially bounded groups have been 
characterized in [5, 7, 9, 11, 121. Compact extensions of nilpotent 
groups constitute the “majority” of the exponentially bounded groups, 
although among the Lie groups there are significant exceptions. 
Recent work has indicated that for a number of questions con- 
cerning analysis on locally compact groups, the answers are dependent, 
perhaps indirectly, upon whether the group is exponentially bounded. 
As examples, one has the results on representations [2], the pointwise 
Lr-ergodic theorem [3], spectral properties of convolution operators 
[I, 6, 81, the functional calculus for L1-subalgebras [2, 61, etc. In 
this paper a fixed point theorem is presented for exponentially 
bounded groups. Further, it is shown that for discrete solvable, 
or connected groups the theorem holds only if the group is expo- 
nentially bounded. 
The author is indebted to Professors A. Hulanicki and H. Leptin 
for many valuable discussions and suggestions related to do this work. 
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G will denote a locally compact group with a fixed left Haar 
measure, L@(G) will have the usual meaning, and L+“(G) will denote 
the set of all 0 in L”(G) with 0 # 0 and 6(t) > 0 for a.a. t E G. 
For a subset U of G, (U) will denote the closed subgroup of G 
generated by U. 
LEMMA 1. The following conditions are equivalent on G. 
(i) For any compact subset U of G and any E > 0 there is a 
p E 9(G) such that p(t) > 0 and p(st) < (1 + l ) p(t) for all t E ( U) 
and s E U, 
(ii) G is exponentially bounded. 
Proof. Suppose G is exponentially bounded. Given a compact 
subset U’ of G, let U be a compact neighborhood of e in G with 
U’ C U = U-l. Define the function p by p(t) = (1 + E)-” if 
t E U’cfl N Uk. Then clearly p(t) > 0 for all t E (U) and p(st) < 
(1 + E) p(t) for all t E (U) and s E U. Furthermore, 
= 2 (1 + E)-” 1 Ukfl N Uk 1 
k-0 
< f (1 + +” 1 uk+l I < oc), 
k-0 
since lim sup& 1 + E)-~ ] Uk+l I}1/k < (1 + c)-‘. 
For the converse, assume G is not exponentially bounded. 
Then, there is a compact subset U = U-l and a 6 > 1 such that 
lim inf j Un I1ln. = 6. (This follows since lim [ U* (lln always exist 
(c.f. [5]).) Let E < 6 - 1 and suppose p satisfies i with respect to U 
and E. 
Then 
IIP Ill 3 ‘,J;f+lP(tN I Ukfl I 
for each nonnegative integer k. Set (lIk = inf,,uk+, p(t). Then ak ,< 
1) p Ill/1 Uk+l I, and hence, lim sup((uk)l’k < l/S. Now, if p(st) = 01~ 
where t E Uk and s E U, then 
dst)/&) < dinf p@) = ak/ak-l . 
tE uk 
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Hence, for any 6, with E < 6, - 1 < 6 - 1 there exist k, t E Uk, 
and s E U such that p(st) < S;lf(t). Replacing t by s-9 we have a 
contradiction. 
G is said to act on a space X if there is a mapping G x X ---f X, 
denoted (s, x) -+ s * x with e * x = x and s * (t * x) = st * x for all 
s, t E G, and x E X. G is said to act linearly on a vector space E if G 
acts on E and the mapping x -+ s * x is linear for each s E G. 
If G acts linearly on a vector space E then G also acts linearly 
on E#, the algebraic dual of E, where, for 4 E E# and s E G, s -4 
is defined by (s * 4, x} = (4, s-l * x> for all x E E. 
G is said to have property F if the following implication always 
obtains: 
PROPERTY F. Suppose G acts linearly on a vector space E. 
Suppose further that for some x E E and C#J E E#, the function 
s --+ <c#, s * x) E L+“(G). Then there is net {+j} in E# with dj = 
-g: ]a& - 4, OIi > 0 such that limj(#j , s . x) = 1 for all s E G. 
Remark. If one denotes by E, the linear span of {s * x 1 s E G), 
and if one denotes by p the linear functional on E, defined as the 
limit of the net {4j}, then the action of G on E,# has p as a nonzero 
fixed point. 
THEOREM 2. A compactly generated, exponentially bounded, locally 
compact group has property F. 
Proof. Suppose G is compactly generated and exponentially 
bounded. Let U = U-i be a compact generator of G. For each 
positive integer m, let pm be the Z’l(G) element choosen as in 
Lemma 1 with respect to U and l/m. 
Suppose now that G acts linearly on a vector space E. Suppose 
also that for some x E E and #J E E#, 
s + (4, s * x) EL+“(G). Set 
F={~EEI~-+(~,~-~)EL=‘(G)}. 
Define pn -4 E E# by first setting 
for each y E F, and then extending to E. (Since the action of G on E 
is linear this is possible.) Note that (pm -4, x) > 0 for all m. 
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Let P(Z+) denote the Banach space of all bounded, complex 
valued functions on Z+, with the sup norm. Let 
F, is invariant under the action of G, for if y E F, and s E U! then 
1 pm(t) I<+> t-l * (s *r)>l dt = 1 pw&t) Kd, t-l *r>l dt 
< (1 + l/m) /P&) IGA t-l -r>l dt. 
Define T: F, -+ P(Z+) by 
Ty(m) = (P, * 4, YXP, * 6 x>. 
For any fixed s E Ud and y E F, , 
I Ts * r(m) - Wm)I 
= KPm * $9 s * Y> - <Pm * $9 Y>lKPna * d, x> 
G f I /&t) - p&)l I<+> t-l * r>l Wpm .A x> 
G “2~ I 1 - P&h$)l 1 pm(t) I<+, t-l * r>l dtl<p, .A x> 
6 Ill + l/mY - 11 /pm(t) I<+, 2-l -r>l WP, -+, x>. 
Therefore, lim,,, I Ts *y(m) - Ty(m)j = 0 for each s E G and 
YEFZ. 
Let tZ be a w *-limit point in P(Z+)* of {l/n & 6, I 7t E Z+}, 
where 6, 
lim 
is the unit point mass at k. If 8, , 19~ E l”(Z+) and 
na+m I e,(m) - e,(m) = 0 then (,c, 0,) = (p, 0,). (This is because 
the null space of ~-1 contains all sequences that converge to zero.) 
Now define TV in Es by setting (p, y) = (I*, Ty> for all y E F, , 
and then extending to E. For y E F, , s E G, (p, y) = (ii, Ty) = 
<I”, Ts-y> = < p, s * y) and (p, x) = 1 since TX(~) = 1 for all m. 
Finally note that there is a net {Q} such that for all y e$‘, 
(P, Y> = lim l/n, f Q(m) 
7%=1 
= lim l/n, 2 (p, * 4, x)-l <pm * 4, y). 
W&=1 
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Further, pm * 4 IF, belongs to the w*-closure of the cone in F,# 
generated by {s . # IF, / s E G}, for if not there is a y E F, such that 
(p, * #, y> < 0 while (s * 4, y) 3 0 for all s E G, which is clearly 
impossible. Thus, p iFz is the w*-limit of a net {4J where $j = 
zy=, CYisi * $4, ai > 0. 
The next corollary centers on the following question: given 
x E Zm(G) is there a (left) translation invariant subspace E, of 
P(G) and a positive, linear, translation invariant functional p on 
E, that is positive on x ? This, of course, depends upon G and x. 
If, for example, x is a nontrivial unitary character, this is never 
possible. The most reasonable assumption on x is that it be nonzero, 
and nonnegative. Then, if x is “large” and G is amenable (cf. [4]), 
E, can be taken to be .9”(G) and t,~ a left invariant mean. If, however 
x is “small,” e.g., compactly supported, and G is not compact, 
then E, must be a proper subspace of ZLp”(G). (Some ale , 01 > 0, 
would dominate arbitrarily many translates of x.) But, even if E, 
is the smallest invariant subspace containing X, amenability of G 
is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of p. What is required, 
as will be seen, is for G to be exponentially bounded. Finally 
in this case, an important, unresolved question is how “large” can 
E, be? 
Assume G is compactly generated, and let MO(G) denote 
the space of bounded, regular Bore1 measures on G, v, satisfying 
lim, 6k 1 v I(G - Uk) = 0 for some 8 > 1 and some compact, 
generating subset U of G with 1 U ] > 0. (Note that if v E M,(G) 
and I$’ is a compact generating subset of G with 1 W 1 > 0 then, 
choosing e so that U C IV, 
(S’ie)k 1 v ) (G - wk) < ~Wl+l / Y / (G - U[Vl 
where [a] denotes the integral part. Thus the definition of M,(G) 
is independent of U.) 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose G is an exponentially bounded, compactly 
generated, locally compact group. Let 19 E L,“(G). There is a linear 
subspace E of L”(G), invariant under left translation and containing 
v * 0 for all v E M,,(G), and a positive linear functional TV on E with 
(TV, s . #) = (TV, $) for all $ E E and s E G, and with (p, v * 0) = v(G) 
for all v E M,(G). 
Proof. Given 6’ EL+=(G) pick a positive measure 77 so that 
(7, 8) > 0. Then s -+ (7, s . 0) E L+“(G). Let pm and FO be as in 
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the proof of Theorem 2. Let v E M,(G). To see that v t 0 EJ’@ , note 
that 
<Pm * 7, v * Q = j (pm * 7, s-l * e> dv(s) 
and that, for s E Ud, 
<P, '719 s-1 * e> = s 
p&9) (7, t-l * e> dt 
< sup 
P?nW) 
&G f%r@) 
p,(t) (7, t-l + e> dt 
< f (1 + l/m)” I v I (G - P). 
k=l 
For n sufficiently large this series converges and is bounded inde- 
pendently of m. Thus v * 8 E F8 . 
Let 1-1 be the linear functional defined on FB as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. Then, since 77 is a positive measure, p is a positive 
functional on F. . 
Finally, to see that (p, v * 0) = v(G) for all v E M,,(G), note that 
I+, -7, v * 0) - v(G) CP, e?ly a 
G I(S'Pm'7-fPm'7~~~ldlvI(~) s 
G 11 I f&t) - pm(t)l (7, 2-l .e> dt d I v I (4 
aj P&> - - 1 (pm * %e> d I V I (4 
k uk+l- "E sup P,(t) 
< c (1 + l/my I v I (Uhf1 - Uk) (p, * 7, e>. 
k 
Therefore, with T as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
lb 1 TV * @z) - v(G) TB(m)l = 0 
and hence (II, v * 0) = v(G)&, 0) = v(G). 
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In [ll], Rosenblatt defines a discrete group G to be supramenable 
if whenever G acts on a space X and + # A C X there is a finitely 
additive measure p defined on all subsets of X having @(A) = 1. 
It is shown that a solvable discrete group G is supramenable if and 
only if G is exponentially bounded. Furthermore, it is shown that 
if SA is the space of functions spanned by the translates of xA, the 
characteristic function of A, and BA = {/J / / # 1 < 4, some 4 E A’,> 
then the required measure exist if and only if there is a positive, 
translation-invariant, linear functional p on B, with (,u, xA) = 1. 
With this characterization, supramenability is seen to be a variation 
of the question discussed preceeding Corollary 3. Corollary 4 and 
Theorem 5 shows, in particular, that a generalized notion of 
supramenability holds for a connected group G if and only if G 
is exponentially bounded. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be an exponentially bounded compactly 
generated, locally compact group. Assume there is a measure preserving 
action of G on a measure space (X, g) such that the induced action 
on L1(X, fi) is norm continuous. If 0 # xA E L”(X), SA is the space 
spanned by {x~.~ 1s E G}, andB, = {+EL”(X)I 141 <+somed~SJ 
then there is a positive linear functional p de$ned on BA such that 
<P,s*$> = <p,#)forallsEG, and<pCL,xA) = I. 
Proof. Let f be a nonnegative element of L1(X) such that 
{f, xA) > 0. Then, since the action is norm continuous and measure 
preserving, s + (f, s * xA) E L+“(X). Hence by Theorem 2, there is 
net, {&}, with &. = CT:, cup, *f, 01~ > 0, that converges on SA . 
Furthermore, if ,k denotes its limit on S, , then p is positive and 
invariant. By the Krein Extension Theorem, p has an extension t.~ 
to BA . 
Remark. One can replace xA by any 0 E L+“(X) in Corollary 4. 
The next theorem uses Corollary 3 to obtain a partial converse 
of Theorem 2. For its proof, we will need the notion of a uniformly 
discrete free subsemigroup. 
For a, b E G let [a, b] denote the subsemigroup of G generated 
by a and b. [a, b] is a uniformly discrete free subsemigroup if 
a[a, b] n b[a, b] = + and if there is a neighborhood Wof the identity e 
in G such that SW n tW = 4 for all s, t E [a, b], s # t. It is shown 
in [5] and [9] that if G is connected or discrete solvable then G is 
not exponentially bounded if, and only if, G contains a uniformly 
discrete free subsemigroup on two generators. 
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THEOREM 5. If G is a discrete, solvable group OY a connected 
locally compact group that has property F then G is exponentially 
bounded. 
Proof. Assume G is not exponentially bounded. Then, as stated 
above, there exist a, b E G such that [a, b] is a uniformly discrete 
free subsemigroup. Let W be a neighborhood of e in G such that 
SW n tW = q4 for s, t E [a, b], s + t. Let x be the characteristic 
function of [a, b] W. Then x E 9+m(G) and by Corollary 3, there is a 
positive linear functional p on E, , the span of {s - x 1 s E G} such that 
&s-y) = (p,y) for all yEE,, SEG and such that (p,x) = 1. 
But since a[a, b]W n b[a, b]W = 4, x - a-l . x - b-l . x E LX?+“(G). 
Thus 
0 < (p, x - u-l . x - b-1 * x) = (p, x) - (p, a-1 * x) - (p, b-1 . x) 
- 1. -- 
This contradiction implies that G is exponentically bounded. 
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